Visual Analytics is a newly evolving field that spans across several more established disciplines. This panel will discuss how VA system developers and researchers are best educated at the MS and PhD levels. This paper describes several ways in which VA can be characterized -with the goal of using these characterizations to identify knowledge domains that can be used to define VA curricula. Also, a digital library of VA educational resources is described
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this panel is to begin a community dialogue on graduate education in the emerging and broadly interdisciplinary field of Visual Analytics (VA). Where does VA fit into the broader set of academic disciplines on which it draws? What is at its intellectual core? How should MS and PhD students be educated to become productive VA developers and researchers?
We begin with an overview of several ways one might conceptualize the body of knowledge that is Visual Analytics, drawing on Illuminating the Path [1] and an initial taxonomy developed by the UNC-C and GT Regional Visual Analytics Center.
Next, we pose some of the questions that the panel is expected to address. But, we note that as with any fledgling discipline, the answers to these questions will be, at best, tentative. Only time and experience and experimentation will provide us with some confidence as to the adequacy of these tentative answers.
Finally, we describe the Visual Analytics Digital Library, being developed by the Southeastern RVAC, designed to help educators teach and students learn Visual Analytics.
WAYS OF THINKING ABOUT VISUAL ANALYTICS

2.1
Illuminating the Path Perhaps the most straightforward way to think about the intellectual content of VA is by using the structure developed in Illuminating the Path [1] , a report representing the thinking of a group of nearly 30 researchers. Figure 1 , adapted from [1] , depicts the four major report chapters as four quadrants. I have added the "?" to "Core" to reflect one question our panel will address: Is there a set of core VA knowledge, and if so, what is it? 
A Starting Taxonomy of Visual Analytics
Education is one emphasis of the Southeastern RVAC at UNCCharlotte and Georgia Tech. In the process of developing our VA Digital Library (Section 4), we developed a VA taxonomy in a two-step process. The first step used the research agenda of Iluminating the Path as a starting point, restructuring some of the material to take more of a pedagogical approach. This ultimately led to the seven top-level categories in the taxonomy (Figure 2 ). At the same time, we developed a list of about 300 keywords drawn from Illuminating the Path and from a VAST Symposium keyword list developed by the program committee. We went through a card-sorting exercise to cluster those keywords into meaningful chunks that became the second-level and third-level categories in the taxonomy. 
Leveraging HCI
A common Mantra in Human-Computer Interaction is "People perform Tasks using Computers." The pedagogical implication is that HCI developers and researchers need to know about people, the tasks the people perform, and the computer technologies used to provide a User Interface through which users can perform their tasks. Visual Analytics, to my mind, is a specialized HCI domain, implying that the same Mantra might be applied here. This would lead to a structure along the lines of Figure 3 . 
